Errata by Editors,
From the Editors
With this issue, the Journal completes its first volume. Recent additions
to our editorial staff will make it possible for us to accelerate our publi-
cation schedule and thus to reach our readers more fiequently than in
our initial year:
Following our plan to bring you a number of articles in several broad
areas, we have explored in our early issues such matters as disclosure
policy, insider trading, co-determination, banking regulation and
national variants in securities regulation. As we look toward our second
volume, we propose to enrich our coverage of these areas with partic-
ular reference to banking and worker participation in management and
to extend our concerns to matters of corporation law and accounting
and to the rules governing investment by foreigners in domestic enter-
prises.
Our readers can help us by letting us know what subjects they' would
like the Journal to address. Indeed we invite the submission of articles
for consideration for possible publication. We welcome the opportunity
to review articles within the broad scope described inside the front
cover of the Journal. As indicated in the Instructions to Authors inside
the back cover, although our language of publication is generally Eng-
lish, we will consider German and French articles for publication.
We look forward to the Journal's second volume with enthusiasm.
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